The newly enhanced PS Patrol® system features all the same functions you have come to expect, plus so much more over other traditional pedestal-style alarms.

The PS Patrol® features a **built-in high water alarm** and provides a convenient location to connect all wiring required for a pumping station application. It employs a **receptacle** for easy connection of a 120V pump and piggy-back pump switch.

The sleek, angled design of the clear enclosure includes a **removable cover** for easy access for field wiring and viewing components. All internal components are sealed within the cover for protection from the elements. The **red LEDs illuminate the top of the cover** in an alarm condition for easy 360° visual identification. Available with or without 32” mounting post.

**FEATURES**

- Enclosure meets Type 3R water-tight standards
- Innovative design allows alarm to accept a 5” square plastic post or 4” pipe/conduit for mounting
- Automatic alarm reset and green power on indicator
- Flush mount horn silence/alarm test switch
- Auxiliary alarm contacts included for easy attachment of remote devices
- Includes cord seal for sealing switch and pump cables
- Electrical potting cavity to provide easy, reliable method to seal power cables (*electrical duct seal not included*)
- Options include various switch cord lengths, riser assembly adapter, dual alarm, and elapsed time meter

**PART NO.  DESCRIPTION**

- 1022728    PSP2 120V, no pump switch, with post
- 1019021    PSP2 120V, no pump switch, 20A breaker, with post
- 1022575    PSP2 120V, ETM, with post
- 1022577    PSP2 120V, DUO alarm, ETM, with post
- 1018434    PSP2 120V, TAAB indoor alarm, with post
- 1011551    Assembly Kit (riser extension coupling and washers)